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Abstract 
Vertex- and edge-labeled igraphs have been used to model computer networks, and the 
universal covers of such graphs to describe what a processor in an anonymous network 
“knows” about the network. If G is a connected vertex- and edge-labeled directed multigraph 
having n vertices, write U”, for the universal cover of G, rooted at a vertex u and truncated at 
depth k. In this paper we consider the smallest depth m for which isomorphism between lJ: and 
U: guarantees that lJt and U; are isomorphic to all depths k, for o, w vertices in the universal 
cover of G. We show that this m equals n - 1. Isomorphism to a depth smaller than n - 1 does 
not insure isomorphism to all depths. This result is an improvement over the previous result of 
n2 due to Yamashita and Kameda. It applies immediately to graphs without edge labels, and 
improves by O(n) several previous results in anonymous computing. 
In this paper we will prove a general result about subtrees of universal covers of vertex- and 
edge-labeled digraphs, and derive as corollaries the above-mentioned result and an extension of 
a theorem due to Moore on the equivalence of states in finite-state machines. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of a covering graph, borrowed from algebraic topology, has found 
a place in the study of distributed computing. Informally, a graph G covers a graph 
H (we will give precise definitions later) if there is a local isomorphism from G onto H. 
The universal cover U of a connected graph H is a (possibly infinite) tree, unique up to 
isomorphism, covering H. In 1980, Angluin [l] showed that if the graphs of 
two computer networks have a common finite cover, then the behavior of the 
networks is indistinguishable if the networks have a “uniform initial configuration” 
and if all processors of the same degree run the same algorithm. She exhibited 
a polynomial-time algorithm for determining whether two networks have isomorphic 
universal covers, and Leighton [6] showed that graphs having isomorphic universal 
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covers share a common finite cover. Fischer et al. [4] used graph covers to simplify 
proofs on fault-tolerant computing. Attiya et al. [2] studying rings of anonymous 
processors, made extensive use of the notion of the k-neighborhood of a vertex v in 
a ring. The k-neighborhood of a vertex uniquely specifies the universal cover with root 
v, truncated at depth k. 
In their paper [lo], Yamashita and Kameda introduced the notion of the view of 
a vertex of an edge-labeled directed graph. The view T, of a vertex v’ in a graph G is 
a rooted subgraph of the universal cover U induced by the collection of paths directed 
away from a vertex v in U. The view has the following property: For each path B from 
v’ in G there is a path from the root v of T, having the same sequence of edge-labels as 
.P has, and conversely, each path from v in T, corresponds to a path from v’ in G. In 
[9-111 Yamashita and Kameda used edge-labeled graphs to model anonymous 
computer networks (that is, networks in which all processors execute the same 
program and lack distinct ids) and showed that in such a network, a processor’s view 
represents what it can learn about the network by exchanging messages with its 
neighbors. Kranakis et al. [S] made use of the view in deriving a number of results on 
computing boolean functions on anonymous networks. 
The view (although not called by that name) also makes an appearance in finite 
automata theory. States s1 and s2 in a deterministic finite automaton are called 
k-equivalent written s, -k sZ, if T,,, truncated at depth k, is isomorphic to T,, trun- 
cated at depth k, in the transition diagram of the machine. In 1956 Moore [7] showed 
that si k11_2 s2 in an n-state deterministic machine implies that si mk s2 for all k 3 0. 
We will extend this result to nondeterministic machines. 
In this paper we prove a fairly general theorem about families of subtrees of the 
universal cover of a graph, and use this to derive a result (discussed below) about 
universal covers, and the generalization of Moore’s theorem mentioned above. We 
will work with vertex- and edge-labeled directed multigraphs, but our results extend 
immediately to unlabeled, undirected graphs. To state these results we introduce some 
notation. Write U, for the universal cover of a graph rooted at a vertex v, Ui for the 
same tree truncated at depth k; and say that U2; and U”, are isomorphic if there is 
a bijection b from the vertices of Ui onto the vertices of U”, such that p(v) = w and 
/I preserves edges and edge labels. Our main result is the following: Let G be 
a connected vertex- and edge-labeled directed graph having n vertices, and let v and 
w be vertices in the universal cover of G. Then if Ui-’ is isomorphic to l/;-l, then Ut 
is isomorphic to U”, for all k > 0. This result is tight; that is, isomorphism to depth less 
than n - 1 does not always insure isomorphism to arbitrary depth. It is an improve- 
ment over a lemma due to Yamashita and Kameda, who showed that T:* rr T”,’ 
implies that TT: N Tk, for all k > 0, if v and w are vertices in a network of size n. Our 
result yields an immediate O(n) improvement to two theorems of Yamashita and 
Kameda regarding function computation, leader election and topology recognition in 
anonymous networks (see [l 1, Theorem 6.51 and [9, Corollary 4.21) and to a result 
due to Kranakis et al. on computing boolean functions on anonymous networks [S, 
Theorem 2.21. 
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2. Definitions and results 
A directed multigraph G is a triple ( V(G), E(G), y ), where V(G) (vertices) and E(G) 
(edges) are finite sets, and y is a map from E(G) to V(G) x V(G). A vertex- and 
edge-labeled digruph is a tuple G = ( V(G), E(G), y, 6, p), where (V(G), E(G), y) is 
a directed multigraph; 6 is a vertex-labeling map from V(G) to a set of vertex labels, 
and p is an edge-labeling map from E(G) to a set of edge labels. For convenience, we 
will usually refer to vertex- and edge-labeled digraphs simply as digraphs. Unless 
otherwise stated, all digraphs are assumed to be connected. 
We say that an edge e E E(G) is incident with a vertex u if y(e) = (v w ) or (w u). If 
y(e) = (v w), the edge e is said to be directed towards w and directed away from L’. 
Vertices o and w are adjacent if they are incident with the same edge, i.e., if there is an 
edge e such that y(e) = (uw) or (WV). 
If G = ( V(G), E(G), y, 6, p) is a digraph, its corresponding undirected graph 
G’ = ( V( G’), E( G’), y’) is defined as follows: V(G) = V( G’) and E(G) = E( G’), and y’ 
satisfies y’(e) = {v, w } iff y(e) = (u w) (see Fig. 1). A digraph is called a tree if its 
el 
el 
Fig. I. G and its corresponding undirected graph G’. Here y(el) = y(e2) = (L’ w). y(e3) = (u, w); S(v) = 4’. 
b(w) = 6(u) = x; p(e,) = a, p(e,) = p(e,) = h. 
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Fig. 2. There is a covering map (c(, p):G, + H with p(u) = p(u) = r, j(w) = /J(x) = s. There is an 
epimorphism (c(~. fiz) from G2 to H with /I2 = fi. However, Gz does not cover H. 
corresponding undirected graph has no cycles. (Note that this definition of tree is not 
standard; edges in a path may not all be directed the same way.) 
Let G1 = ( V1, El, y1 ) and G2 = ( V2, E2, y2) be directed multigraphs. A pair of 
maps (cr,/I): a:E, +E2 and p:V, + V2 is called a homomorphism if when 
y,(e) = (VW) then y2a(e) = (/I(u), /I(w)). A homomorphism (a, fl) is called an 
epimorphism if c( and /I are onto, and an isomorphism if they are bijections. 
If G, = (VI, El, yl, dl, p,) and G2 = ( V1, E2, y2, d2, p2) are vertex- and edge- 
labeled graphs, a pair ( CI, /I) of maps is called a homomorphism if it is a homomor- 
phism from ( VI, El, y1 ) to ( V2, E2, y2), and if, in addition, it satisfies 
(1) for all e E El, p,(e) = p2ct(e), 
(2) for all v E VI, 6,(u) = S,fi(v). 
That is, (c(, p) preserves vertex and edge labeling. “Epimorphism” and “isomor- 
phism” are defined similarly. 
Let G and H be (vertex- and edge-labeled) digraphs. An epimorphism (a, p) from 
G to H is called a covering map if it is a “local isomorphism” in the following sense: For 
each vertex v E V(G), c1 maps the set of edges directed towards v bijectively onto the set 
of edges directed towards p(v), and the edges directed away from v bijectively onto the 
edges directed away from /3(v). That is, (CX, /?) preserves a small neighborhood around 
each vertex in G. 
We say that G covers H if there is a covering map from G to H. Intuitively, this 
means that H looks everywhere locally like G (Fig. 2). 
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G Uz, 
Fig. 3. G and Uz. 
The universal cover U of a digraph G is a tree covering G. U is infinite unless G is 
a finite tree. The universal cover of G is unique up to isomorphism [l, 61. We will write 
U, for the universal cover of G with v E V(U) chosen as a root (Fig. 3). 
The distance between two vertices v and win a digraph G is defined to be the length 
of a minimal path between v and w in the corresponding undirected graph G’. (The 
length of a path 9’ = ei e2 ... ej is j. A vertex is distance 0 from itself.) If Y is a (possibly 
infinite) tree, we will write YU for Y with vertex u chosen as a root, and denote by .7: 
the subgraph of ~7” induced by the set of vertices in YU of distance at most k from v. 
Write S,” N Sk, if there is an isomorphism from S,” to 5; which maps u to w. 
Note: Since trees do not have parallel edges, the edge map CI in an isomorphism 
(a, p) between trees is uniquely determined by the vertex map 8. We will usually 
dispense with c( when discussing isomorphism between trees. 
Let G have universal cover lJ and fix a covering map (a, p) : U + G. We will be 
interested in families F of subgraphs of U having the following properties. 
Property 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices in V(U) and 
the elements of F such that for each vertex v E V(U) there is a rooted tree, denoted FL,, 
in F, having root v. 
Property 2. If v, w E V(U) are such that S,” N Sk but Yi+i + ri+i, then there is 
a vertex r adjacent to u in YU and a vertex s adjacent to w in Yw such that 
Jrk-l - I - S,“-’ but 9-,” 74 S,“. 
Property 3. If fi( v) = p(w) for u, w E V(U) then YU 2 Y,,,. 
We are now ready to state our main theorem. 
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Theorem 1. Let G be a connected, vertex- and edge-labeled digraph with n vertices. Let 
U be the universal cover of G and fix a covering map (IX, /I ) : U + G. Let F = {Y” : 
VE V(U)} beafamily f o connected subgraphs of U satisfying Properties l-3 above. Let 
v,w~V(U)besuchthatY:-‘-YE-‘.ThenY,k-Ykforallk>O. 
Proof. We will define an equivalence relation -k on V(G) by /3(v) mk p(w) iff 
S,” 1 Sk for YU, 5,,, E F. Since F satisfies Properties 1 and 3, this is well defined. 
(Note that v -,, w iff v, w E G have the same vertex label.) 
Let rck be the partition induced on V(G) by -k. We have the following lemma. 
LeInItM 1. (1) zk+ 1 iS a reJinement of zk, that is, if0 and w are in distinct blocks of 71,‘ 
then they are in distinct blocks of zk+,. 
(2) Lfnk_I=zkforsomek>Othenzj=~kf#rallj>k. 
Proof. (1) is immediate. To prove (2), it suffices to show that for any k > 0, if 
nk # 7tk + 1 then ?‘Ck _ , # xk. SUppOSe that 71,‘ # 71 k + 1 for some k > 0. Then there must be 
vertices v and w E V(U) such that S,” ‘v rt, but S,“+ ’ qi Sk’ ‘. By Property 2, there 
are vertices r and s adjacent to v and w, respectively, such that S,” * S,” but 
Yk-’ N Sf-‘. Thus, b(r) I -k-l f?(s) but p(r) +kp(s); that k nk-1 # nk. q 
Proof of Theorem 1 (Conclusion). Fix a covering map (CX, /I) : U + G and define zk 
on V(G) as above. By Lemma 1, zk becomes trictly finer as k increases, up to a point. 
rro has at least one block. If rci has only one block then ?rk has only one block, for all 
k > 1. Suppose that nl has at least two blocks. Then if rc2 # x1, then n2 has at least 
three blocks, and if 7c3 # rc2, then 7c3 has at least four blocks, and so on. Since zk can 
have at most n blocks, we must have rc,_ 1 = n, = nk for all k B n. That is, 
S;- ’ 1: St- 1 implies that 9,” 1: FI: for all k 2 0. 0 
The next lemma shows that the family of rooted universal covers of a digraph 
satisfies Property 2 of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 2. Let Y be a tree. Let v and w E V(Y), and suppose that k 2 1 is such that 
Yk N Sk but Y_vk+l + ,;+l. 
res’pectivev[y, such that S,“- ’ 
Then there are vertices r and s adjacent to v and w, 
21 S,“-’ but S,” $ S,“. 
Proof. If a vertex u is adjacent o v in Sz (for some m 2 1) via an edge e, define the 
branch B,(T:) as follows: Construct a graph Y’ from Yr by removing all edges 
adjacent to v in Y; except for e. Then B,(Yr) is the connected component of F’ 
containing v. We will think of B,(Yr) as a rooted tree with root v. 
Let u and w be vertices and let k 2 1 be such that Yi N .7-f: but F-_vk+ ’ 34 Fk+l. Let 
fi be an isomorphism Yt + Sk such that p(v) = w. Then there are vertices r 
adjacent o v in Y_ok and s = B(r) adjacent o w in 9-l: such that Y:-’ N Y-,“-’ via /3, 
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but such that there is no isomorphism between B,(S,k’ ‘) and B,( Sk’ ’ ) which maps 
u to w. (For if B,(Y,k”) is isomorphic to B,,,,(YL+‘) for each vertex r adjacent o u, 
then Ykfl N Yk+r .) We will assume that S,” N S,” and show that this assumption 
implies :hat B,(&,k’ ’ ) 2: B,(Fk+ ‘), contradicting S,“+ ’ + Fk+ ‘. 
Let us denote the branches of S,” by A,,A1, . . . , Aj, where A, is the unique branch 
containing u. Write A,, A;, . . . , Ai for the branches of S,“, with A, being the unique 
branch containing w. Several observations are in order: 
(1) B,(S,k” ) is a subgraph of S,“, and B,(Yk+‘) is a subgraph of S,“. 
(2) A l, . . . , Aj are subgraphs of B,(S,k’ ‘) such that the leaves of Ai (i = 1, . . . ,j) are 
leaves of B,(S,k+ ’ ). (The same holds for A;, . . . , A> and B,( 5-k’ ’ ).) 
(3) A, is isomorphic to A, via fi (see Fig. 4). 
Suppose that there is an isomorphism p1 : 5,” + S,” such that fil(r) = s. Then B1 
induces a bijection between the branches of Y-,” and S,” such that p1 is an isomor- 
phism between each pair {Ai, A hIti,} of corresponding branches. However, 
fil cannot induce a bijection between {A,, . . . . Aj} and {A;, . . . , AI} since B,(Y-,k+‘) 
and B,( St’ ’ ) are not isomorphic. Without loss of generality, then, assume that B1 
maps A, to A’, and Al to A,,,. Then /?r induces a bijection between {A*, . . . , Aj} and 
(A;, . . . , Ai) such that B1 restricted to each branch is an isomorphism between Ai and 
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Fig. 4. 7,’ and B,(T,?); T,’ with B,(I,?), A,, AZ and A,. pictured. 
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A;,(i). But /? induces an isomorphism A, + A,,,. Thus, we have 
A’, NA”NA, “A,, 
Ai N A61(i,, i = 2, . . . . j. 
But this implies that B,(y-,k+‘) is isomorphic to B,(yi+‘), which is impossible. q 
Corollary 1. Let G be a connected, edge-labeled digraph with n vertices. Let U be the 
universal cover of G andjx a covering map ( CI, /?) : U + G. If v, w E V(U) are such that 
Us-‘-U”,-‘,thenU~~UkWforallk~O. 
Proof. Let F = { U, : v E V(U)}. By construction, F satisfies Property 1 of Theorem 1. 
The proof that F satisfies Property 3 is straightforward, and will be omitted. Lemma 2 
shows that F satisfies Property 2. 0 
Remark. Isomorphism to depth less than n - 1 does not guarantee isomorphism to 
all depths. In Fig. 5, for instance, Uim2 2: Ukm2 but U;-’ + VW-‘. 
We will next prove a result about the “views”’ (a term coined by Yamashita and 
Kameda) of a digraph, and obtain as special cases an improvement of a result of 
Yamashita and Kameda and a generalization of a theorem due to Moore. 
Definition. Let G be a digraph with universal cover U, and let (~1, p) : U + G be 
a covering map. Let v’ E V(G) and v E B- ‘(v’). The view of v’, T,, is defined to be the 
subgraph of U, induced by the collection of all vertices u in U, for which there exists 
a directed path from the root of U, to u. Since {U,: v E V(U)} satisfies Property 3 in 
Theorem 1, the view of v’ is uniquely defined up to isomorphism. r,” is defined to be r, 
truncated at depth k. 
Corollary 2. Let G be a digraph with n vertices, let U cover G and let v and w E V(U). 
Then T:- ’ ‘v TE- ’ implies that T,” ‘v Tk for all k 2 0. 
Proof. Let F = ( T, : v E V(U)} be the collection of views of G. If (CC, B) : U --+ G is 
a covering map, then b(v) = p( w ) f or v, w E V(U) implies that U, N U,, which in turn 
’ Yamashita and Kameda do not define the view in terms of the universal covers as we do, but the 
universal cover definition is equivalent to theirs when applied to graphs in their model. For consistency 
with other notation in this paper, we have made an additional change in Yamashita and Kameda’s 
notation: We define the view T,. to be a tree with root u corresponding to a vertex u’ E G, whereas Yamashita 
and Kameda define T,, to be a tree with root u’ corresponding to a vertex v E G. 
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a 
G U2, UZ 
implies that 7, N 7,. Thus F satisfies Property 3 of Theorem 1. Let u and w E V(U) 
and k 2 0 be such that there is an isomorphism 6: 7,k + 7; with S(Y) = w. Suppose 
that for all vertices r adjacent o u in 7, and s adjacent o w in T,, 7,“- ’ = 7,“- ’ implies 
that 7,” N 7:. Then in particular, for all ri and si = 6( Ti) adjacent o u and w respective- 
ly, 7,“, E 7:; via some isomorphism 6i. The isomorphisms { Si} and 6 can be “patched 
together” to make an isomorphism’ between 7,k+’ and Tk+‘: 6 is an isomorphism 
from 7,’ to TA, and for each vertex ri adjacent o u, & is an isomorphism from 7:, to 7;. 
Thus F satisfies Property 2. 0 
Yamashita and Kameda’s model: Yamashita and Kameda [9-l l] model computer 
networks as simple, connected, undirected graphs, with an edge labeling or port 
numbering given as follows: Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be an undirected graph without 
loops or parallel edges. (Since G is not a multigraph, edges can be taken to be 
(unordered) pairs (u, w); u, w E V(G).) A port numbering is a set of functions { oc : 
t’ E V(G)} such that for each u E V(G), r~” is a bijection from the set of edges incident 
with v to the set { 1,2, . . . , degree(u)}. 
Given a graph G with port numbering {a,}, we can construct a corresponding 
digraph G’ = (V(G’), E(G’), y, 6, p) such that V( G’) = V(G) and for each edge 
* “Patching an isomorphism together” from isomorphisms of subgraphs is much more straightforward 
for views than for arbitrary trees, since leaves of T,X must map to leaves of Ti. in an isomorphism from T:- 1 
to P’. s 
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(u, w) E E(G) there is a pair of edges el and e2 E E( G’) such that y( er ) = ( u w ) and 
y(e2) = (wu). Let p(ei) = a6 and p(e,) = ba, where a = ~~(a, w) and b = r~,,,(u, w). 
(Note that o”(u, w) = d,(w, v).) Since the graphs in Yamashita and Kameda’s model 
are not vertex labeled, we can take the vertex-label map 6 to be any constant function. 
The view of u’ E V(G) is defined in our notation to be the view of u’ E G’ (see Fig. 6). 
As a special case of Corollary 2 we have the following. 
If u and w are vertices in a network G having n vertices and port numbering { CJ”}, then 
T,"- ’ ‘v Tc-’ implies that T,” N Tk for all k 3 0. 
Remark. In Yamashita and Kameda’s model, not only does T,"- ’ N Tc-’ imply that 
T,” N Tk for all k 2 0, but it implies that Ut 2: U”, for all nonnegative k, as the 
following lemma shows. 
Lemma 3. In Yamashita and Kameda’s model, Ui is uniquely determined by T,k, for 
any k 3 0. 
Proof. Note first that for each path 9 from u in Ui there is a unique corresponding 
path 8’ from u in T,k, where the correspondence is given as follows: For each edge 
e with label ab in 9, there is an edge e’ in 9’ the same distance from u that e is, and 
having label ab if e is directed away from u, and label ba if e is directed towards u. Fix 
2 1 
Al 1 1 21’ 2 2 
G 
122 
4Lb / 1, 2,1 2,2 131 2) 2, 
G’ 
Fig. 6. G, G’, U,?, and T,Z 
l,l 1 221 B 1,2 v 
2, 
A l,l 212 
TZ 
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a covering map (a, /I> : U, --+ G’. Then (a, fi) restricted to T,” is a well-defined map, 
and 8’ has the additional property that its endpoint and the endpoint of 9 map to the 
same vertex in G’, under (a, /? >. 
Let u # Y be a vertex in U,; let B be a path from v to u, and let 9’ be the 
corresponding path in T,, terminating at a vertex u’. As noted above, p(u) = p(u’). 
Since U, covers G’, (E, /I) induces a bijection from the edges directed towards (away 
from) u in U, to the edges directed towards (resp. away from) /3(u) in G’. For TV, (~1, j?> 
induces a bijection from the edges directed away from u’ to the edges directed away 
from fl(u’), but not in general from the edge directed towards u’ in T, to the edge(s) 
directed towards /I(u’) in G’. Thus, the problem in constructing g from T,k is to 
deduce which edges are directed towards u for u a vertex in Ut, by examining the edges 
adjacent to u’ in T,k. This is easy to do. 
We construct a graph isomorphic to Ut. First we construct a graph tJ,f (isomorphic 
to Uj) from T,” : For each edge (v w ) with label ab incident with v in T,’ , U,’ has a pair 
of edges (v wl) and ( w2 u), with labels ab and ba, respectively. Next, given U,” 
(isomorphic to U,“) and T,k+‘, we can construct U,k+’ as follows: For each path 
9 from u in IJ: terminating at a leaf u, let 8’ be the corresponding path in Ti, 
terminating at a leaf u’. Then if u’ is incident with an edge (w u’) with label ab, u is 
incident with a pair of edges having labels ab and ba and having opposite orientations 
with respect o u. (One of these is an edge in Ui, the other is an edge in IJk+ 1 but not in 
Uz.) In addition, for each edge (u’ x) with label cd, cd # ha, in T,k+ l, there is a pair of 
edges (u x1 ) and (x2 u) with labels cd and dc, respectively, in U,“+ I. (These edges and 
the vertices xi and x2 belong to Ut+l but not to Uf.) It is not hard to show that lJt 
and Ui are isomorphic for any k greater than zero. q 
Moore’s theorem and finite-state machines: The proof of Theorem 1 in this paper 
was inspired in part by the proof of a well-known theorem due to Moore on the 
equivalence of states in a dete~inistic finite automaton with output. Two states s1 
and s2 in such a machine are called k-equivalent, written s1 -k s2, ifs, and s2 produce 
the same output whenever they are given the same input string of length less than or 
equal to k. Moore’s theorem3 [7, S] states that s1 -n_2 s2 implies that s1 -k s2 for all 
k 2 0, in an n-state machine. An excellent reference on Moore’s theorem and related 
results is Conway’s 1971 book, Regular Algebras and Finite Machines [3]. In his book, 
Conway derives a number of results on the problem of distinguishing states in 
deterministic machines by giving the machines input strings and observing the output 
strings produced. 
The transition diagram G of a Moore machine is (in out notation) a tuple 
(V(G), f(G), S, p): V(G) (vertices) is a finite set of states, E(G) (edges) is a subset of 
V(G) x V(G), p (the vertex-label map) is a map from V(G) to an “output alphabet”, 
and S (the edge-label map) is a map from f(G) to an “input alphabet”. The edge-label 
’ Moore’s theorem is Lemma 3, p. 219 of Stone’s book. 
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map 6 of a Moore machine is required to satisfy the additional condition that for each 
state s E V(G) and for each edge label a in the input alphabet, there is a unique edge 
directed away from s having label a. (Note that this implies that all states in a Moore 
machine have isomorphic views, up to vertex labeling.) Let s E V(G) and let T,” be the 
view of depth k of s. In our notation, Moore’s theorem asserts the following. 
Theorem 2 (Moore [7]). Let G be the transition diagram for a Moore machine with 
n 2 2 states. Zf T,:-’ ‘v T,“-2 for s1 and s2 E V(G), then Ti, ilri Ts”, for all k > 0. 
(The bound here is n - 2 instead of n - 1 because of the restrictions on the 
edge-label map 6.) 
The proof of our Theorem 1 is structurally similar to the proof of Moore’s theorem. 
Both use successive refinements of a partition on a set (of vertices or states) to bound 
the depth of trees (resp. to bound the length of strings). Although Moore’s theorem is 
given for deterministic machines, his proof could be extended to the nondeterministic 
case with relative ease. We can also obtain this extension to nondeterministic 
machines, that is, machines whose transition diagrams are vertex- and edge-labeled 
digraphs4 as a special case of Corollary 2. 
Let G be the transition diagram of a nondeterministic Moore machine having n states, 
If T:,- ’ N T% ’ for s1 and s2 E V(G), then Tjl 2: T& for all k > 0. 
Manfred Warmuth’ notes an interesting connection between edge-labeled digraphs 
and nondeterministic finite automata acting as language acceptors: namely, that 
a path from a vertex (state) s in the transition diagram of such a machine represents 
a word accepted by the machine with start state s. Thus, if all states in the machine are 
final states, then T,, N T,, for two states s1 and s2 iff the machine accepts the same 
language if si is chosen as the start state as if s2 is so chosen. Using Warmuth’s 
observation and the remark above, one can conclude that T,:-’ N Ts:- ’ for sl , s2 
states in an n-state machine JZ iff JZ accepts the same language if s1 is chosen as 
a start state as if s2 is so chosen. 
3. Remarks 
The diameter of a connected digraph G is the smallest integer d such that every pair 
of vertices v and w in G are distance not greater than d apart. One might conjecture 
that if Ut+l N U”;‘, then U”, N U”, for all k > 0. This is not true in general, however, 
as the example in Fig. 7 shows. 
4 This is a slight generalization of an NFA: one normally does not allow parallel edges between two 
vertices in an NFA to have the same edge label. 
5 Personal communication. 
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HI HZ 
Fig. 7. Construction of a graph in which Uf+’ _ - lJ”+ 1 ,,. ,d = diameter, but for which there exists k such that 
ur + u”,. 
It can be checked by hand that lJ; N Ui, but that lJz + Ui, in Fig. 7. Note that H, 
and Hz each have diameter two. To make a connected graph G of diameter two, pick 
some edge label d and a vertex x not in HI or Hz. Then G is constructed from HI and 
H,byaddingapairofedges((vdx),(xdv)}toE(H, u H,)foreachvertexuinH, 
or H,. It is easy to check that U,” N lJi in G, but that U: + Ui. 
Still open is the following question: if v is a vertex in a graph with m vertices and w is 
a vertex in a graph with n vertices, t = max(m, n), then if UU and U, are isomorphic 
then are Ui and U”, isomorphic for all k? Conway [3] has obtained a bound of 2n - 2 
for the problem of distinguishing states in two distinct deterministic machines having 
n states each. 
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